2007 Youth Activities Fund Awards

Eric Banks
Northern Kentucky University
*Microbial Silicification Reactions within the Quartzite Caves of the Roraima Tepui, Venezuela*

James Burgess
Princeton University
*Hunting for Water Bears: A Trans-Continental Search for Science & Education*

Claudia Bustos
University of Windsor
*Social Interactions Among Mantled Howler Monkey*

David Cohen
Oxford University
*Oxford University Expedition to Mongolia*

Sandra Currie
The University of Glasgow
*A Study of Bird Diversity in Nyassang Forest Park, the Gambia*

Hayley Dodd
King’s College, Cambridge University
*Operation Wallacea*

Rebecca Dye
University of Glasgow
*University of Glasgow Trinidad Expedition 2007*

Kerstin Forsberg
Universidad Nacional Agraria La Molina
*Biology, Bycatch and Beaching of Sea Turtles along the Northern Coast of Peru*

Andrew Heath
Oxford University
*Oxford University Expedition to Mongolia*

Jessica Hite
University of Tennessee at Knoxville
*Development and Evolution of the Floral Morphology in Manekia*

Perrin Ireland
Brown University
*Laboratory Technician, Ocean Research & Conservation*
Organization

**Christopher Klaube**  
Cook College – Rutgers, The State University  
*Habitat Selection, Nesting Rates and Fledgling Success of the American Oystercatcher in New Jersey*

**Lucie Kutilkova**  
Czech University of Agriculture Prague  
*Ethnobotanical Inventory of Medicinal Plants in Coronel Portillo Province, Peru*

**Iva Lachmanova**  
Czech University of Agriculture Prague  
*Local Use, Cultural and Economic Value of Natural Dye Plants in Peruvian Amazon*

**Perrin Lathrop**  
New York University, College of Arts and Sciences  
*Yeronisos Island Expedition*

**Cameron Miller**  
Duke University  
*Host Specialization and Coevolution of Ceanothus and Frankia*

**Edward Minards**  
Durham University  
*Investigating Relationship Between Biodiversity and Malaria*

**Sharif Mukul**  
Shahjalal University of Science and Technology, Bangladesh  
*Traditional Forest Practices of Indigenous People: Understanding the Role and Opportunities in Improved Livelihoods and Biodiversity Conservation*

**Jan Nadachowski**  
Jagiellonian University, Institute of Geography and Spatial Management, Poland  
*Effects of Cryogenic Processes on the Properties of Cryosols, as Exemplified in the Polar Urals, Russia*

**Tobias Nowlan**  
University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom  
*Project Borneo 2007*

**Luise Poley**  
Johann–Joachim-Winkelmann Gynasium, Germany  
*White Stork Conservation Project*

**Renee Price**  
New College of Florida  
*Hermit Crabs Niches in Coral Reefs of Cayas Cochinos, Honduras*

**Suresh Rana**  
Bates College
Exploring Underprivileged Bangladeshi Communities: Assessing Impact of Cancer and Current Situation of Cancer Treatment

**Ayla Reith**
University of California at Santa Barbara
*Do Yellow Warblers Alter their Singing Behavior with an Increase in Fertile Female Neighbors?*

**Anna Rothschild**
Brown University
*Inventory of Small Vertabrate Hosts of Malaria from Central Gabon*

**Kyle Rothschild-Mancinelli**
Carlmont High School
*Breaking the Double Helix: Effects of Natural UV on DNA*

**Alexander Royan**
University of Glasgow, United Kingdom
*University of Glasgow Bolivia Expedition 2007*

**Alexander Scott-Tonge**
The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
*Assessing the Relationship Between Biodiversity and Malaria (Project Ifakara 2007)*

**David Still**
University of Glasgow, United Kingdom
*University of Glasgow - Gambia 2007 Expedition*

**James Voirin**
New College of Florida
*Mammalian Sleep Patterns: Dreaming in Three-Toed Sloths*

**Lynn Wilcox**
University of Michigan
*Excavations at the Lost City of the Pyramid Builders*

**Scott Williams**
Rock Valley College
*Taphonomy of a Multi-Specimen Triceratops Occurrence: Hell Creek Formation, Southeastern, Montana*

**Lars Willums**
Norwegian Technical University
*PekingParis Electric Car Race*

**Lynn Wyllie**
University of Glasgow, United Kingdom
*The Gambia 2007 Expedition*

**Yegor Yatsuk**
Saint Petersburg State College, Russia
*Acoustic Monitoring of the Population of Tawny Owl in the Territory of the National Park “Gomilshanski Lissy”*